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Efficient Computation of DFT







Computational Complexity with Direct Computation 

For direct computation :

According to the. definition of DFf we have, 

N-1
X ( k) = L x ( n ) W:, k = 0, 1_, 2, .... N - 1 

n=O 

... (1) 

Equation (1) indicates that we have to take. multiplication of x ( n) and twiddle factor. Then 
we have to add all the terms. Since twiddle factor is complex; we need to perform complex 
multiplications and complex additions. 

Complex multiplications 

As given by Equation (1), for one value of 'k' multiplication should be performed for all 
values of 'n'. The range of 'n' is from O to N -1. So for one value of 'k'; N complex 
multiplications are required. Now the range of k is also from k = 0. to k = N - 1. The total complex 
multiplications are, 

'., k m.ultiplications = .. (2) 

Complex additions : 

According to Equation (1 ), for each value of K we need to add the product terms of 
kn 

x ( n) WN. For example, let us say N = 4.

For k = 0 ⇒ X ( 0 ) =

3 
" 

Oxn 
.£..J x(n)W = 

n=O 
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L x(n)W

0 

' 4 
n=O 

0 0 0 0 
X(O) = x(O)W +x(l)W +x(2)W +x(3)W 

4 4 4 _ 4 
... (3) 

In Equation (3); four complex multiplications are required and three complex additions are 
required. Here we have considered N = 4. Thus for each value of 'k'; N complex multiplications are 
required ·and 'N - 1' complex additions are required. Now the total values of k and 'N'. 

_,,:�1�kAdditions = N ( N 
,: \'>�·�:;:�.,,;e:·., 



1. 1 FFT Introduction : 

FFT-2 

We have studied how to obtain DPT of a sequence by using direct computation. Basically, the 
direct computation of DFf requires large number of computations. So more processing time is 
�� 

For the computation of N-point DFf, N2 complex multiplications and N2 - N complex 
additions are required. If the value of N is large then the number of computations will go into lakhs. · 
This proves inefficiency of direct DFf computation. 

In 1965, Cooley and Tukey developed very efficient algorithm to implement the. DFT. This 
algorithm is called as· Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). These FFf algorithms are very efficient in 
terms of computations. By using these algorithms, number of arithmetic operations involved in the 
computation of DFT are greatly· reduced. 

Different FFT algorithms are available : out of which Radix-2 FFT algorithrr:i is most 
important FFT algorithm . 

. 1.2 Radix-2 FFT Algorithm 

While calculating DFT; we have discussed that we al�ays calculate 'N'-point DFT. The 
number N can be factored as, 

Here every 'r' is a prime. 
Now if r

1
= r

2 
= r

3 
= .... = r

v 
= r 

then we can write, 

N = r" 

Here 'r' is called as radix (base) of FFT algorithm and 

'v' indicates number of stages in FFT algorithm. 

... (1) 

... (2) 

Now radix means base and if its value is '2' then it is called as radix-2 FFT algorithm. Thus 
when r = 2; Equation (2) becomes, 

N = 2v 

Thus if we are computing 8 point DFT then N = 8 

8 = 2v 

V = 3 

... (3) 

... (4) 

So for 8 point DFT, there are three stages of FFT algorithm. While computing FFT, divide 
number of input samples by 2, till you reach minimum two samples. Based on this division there are 
two algorithms as follows 

(1) Radix-2 Decimation in Time (DIT) algorithm.

(2) Radix-2 Decimation in Frequency (DIF) algorithm.
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